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Overview 

•  Organization mission/vision	

–  Brand	

–  Voice	


•  Audience	

–  Who are you trying to reach? Why?	

–  What is the best channel to achieve those goals?	


•  Content	

–  Why this story? Why now?	

–  What is the best channel/format?	

–  What can be reused or repurposed?	




Overview 

Digital Media	

•  Communications that can be accessed from an 
electronic device	


•  Environment is less controlled	


•  Media is inherently interactive; invites 
participation	




Exercise: Define the Audience 

•  Gender	

•  Age	

•  Occupation	


•  Interests	

•  What do they drive?	

•  Where do they shop?	

•  What motivates them?	




Exercise: Define the Audience 

•  Healthy Hannah	

•  Age: 36	

•  Occupation: Stay at home mom of 2	


•  Interests: Running, reading, raising her kids	

•  What do they drive? Blue Subaru Outback	

•  Where do they shop? Sprouts, outlet malls	

•  Motivations? Healthy, but affordable living	




Websites 

The Basics	

–  Use a clear URL	


–  Develop clear navigation and understandable 
naming conventions	


–  Use compelling images	

–  Have easy ways to donate, sign up for your e-
newsletter and get involved (volunteer, etc.)	


–  Include social sharing buttons on your site	




Websites: Example 



Websites 

Ensure Success	

–  Use headings and subheads	


–  Write in short sentences	

–  2-3 sentences per paragraph	

–  Use bullets and numbered lists	


–  Think visually	

–  Link to other content	




Blogs 

The Basics: Why Start a Blog?	

–  Establish yourself or your organization as an 
expert in your field	

–  Share knowledge, information, or opinions	


–  Use as a repository for stories	

–  Encourage regular action or interaction	




Blogs: Example 



Blogs 

Ensure Success	

–  Post consistently	


–  Create and curate content	

–  Make your content relevant	

–  Respond to and interact with readers	


–  Push out your content through other channels	




Email Marketing 

The Basics	

–  Make headlines clear	


–  Create standing content heads	

–  Include a variety of content: stats, stories, photos, 
quotes, video	


–  Link to more information and details	

–  Keep it short!	




Email Marketing: Example 



Email Marketing 

Ensure Success	

–  Don’t send junk!	


–  Create a regular publication schedule	

–  Keep stories short	

–  Make the layout visually appealing (bulleted lists, 
graphics, and photos)	

–  Proof and proof again—check the links	


–  Schedule your send	




Exercise: Social Media Use 



Exercise: Social Media Use 

Instructions: Walk around the room and 
place a purple dot on the social media tools you 
use personally and a green dot on the social 
media tools your organization/company uses.	




Social Media 

The Basics	

–  Define your audience	


–  Choose a channel or channels	

–  Create a plan	

–  SAY SOMETHING	


–  Analyze engagement	

–  Keep the conversation going	




Social Media: Example 

Who: 40 million monthly users; 80% are women	


What: Virtual bulletin boards	

When: Anytime; Pins have a 4-hour lifespan	

Why: To reach mothers, teachers	


How: Link to existing web content; Use good visuals	

Ideas:	


–  Pin recipes	


–  Pin tips for cooking with kids	

–  Pin healthy holiday ideas	




Social Media 

Ensure Success	

–  Develop a consistent voice	


–  Post regularly	

–  Tie back to the overarching communications 
strategy 	


–  Follow a plan	

–  Create and curate content	


–  Use a scheduler	




Planning & Strategy 

The Basics	

–  Create a strategic plan that ties to mission/vision	


–  Perform a communications audit	

•  Channel/publication	


•  Audience	

•  Frequency	


•  Timing	


–  Define your audience(s)	


–  Develop an editorial calendar	




Planning & Strategy 

Ensure Success	

–  Build all messaging with a common voice 	


–  Exemplify your brand	

–  Use themes (monthly, weekly, day, etc.)	

–  Promote using all appropriate channels	


–  Repurpose content	

–  Evaluate engagement	

–  Make needed adjustments	




Questions? 



Tanya Wheeler-Berliner 

tanya.wheelerberliner@gmail.com 


